In order to predict the metabolic fate of an arbitrary compound based solely on structure, it is useful to be able to identify substructural 'functional groups' that are biochemically reactive. These functional groups are the substructural elements that can be removed and replaced to transform one compound into another. This problem of identifying functional groups is related to the problem of classifying compounds. The research presented here discusses the state of the art in biochemical databases and how these sources may be applied to the problem of classifying compounds based solely on structure. We describe a biochemical informatics system for processing molecular data and describe how 100 255 compositional (hasA) relationships are inferred between 835 abstractions and 9500 metabolites from the KEGG Ligand database. Specifically, we focus on the identification of amino acids and consider ways in which the inference of biochemical ontologies for metabolites will be improved in the future.
Introduction
An ontology is a hierarchical classification system that is used to organize information. Ontologies are especially useful when combined with annotated data for making inferences about the data. For metabolites, we are generally interested in how they may be transformed, both chemically and enzymatically. Biochemists look at molecules and identify abstractions called functional groups, which are substructural components that are chemically reactive in some fashion. There are two intrinsic aspects that define this reactivity. The first is the functional group itself, and the second is the rest of the molecule. Both are solely a function of the molecule's structure.
We hypothesize that biochemical reactivity of arbitrary compounds can be inferred directly from their structure and, furthermore, that the information to accomplish this already exists in metabolic databases such as KEGG Ligand [10] and MetaCyc [11] , but remains untapped. The current research endeavours to generate a method for computing a compositional ontology for compounds in these databases.
Metabolic resources
Metabolic databases such as KEGG Ligand and SRI's BioCyc ostensibly facilitate the storage and delivery of molecular data. In practice, though, while these ontologies may exist, there has been almost no effort to apply them as molecular classifiers. There is no way, for instance, to automatically classify a new compound in the system. As an example, consider one of the simplest classifications, that the compound ethanol is an alcohol. Even simpler still, that it has an alcohol. This relationship between ethanol and alcohol does not formally exist in any of the common molecular ontologies.
GO [7] , for instance, has an entry for neither ethanol nor for the abstraction alcohol. A quick search on 'alcohol' in GO identifies 10 processes, 34 functions, and no components. This may not come as a surprise, since this is an ontology of genes, after all, and not small molecules.
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KEGG, the 'encyclopedia' of genes and genomes, does have a metabolic component, Ligand. Ligand has several entries for the class ALCO-HOL, including PRIMARY ALCOHOL, SECONDARY ALCO-HOL, ARYL ALCOHOL, etc. Ligand also has instances for ethanol and other alcohols, but there is no class-instance relationship. Indeed, they are all equivalent object types -ultimately nothing more than database entries.
Over the past several years, SRI has developed a series of knowledge bases (Eco-Cyc, Bio-Cyc, Meta-Cyc) and has evolved an ontology which can be used for reasoning over them. These ontologies are 'inheritance' ontologies, and encode 'isA' type classifications. In fact, the AN ALCOHOL concept does exist as a class. It has two instances, cis-3-hexenol and trans-2-hexenol. In MetaCyc, the AN ALCOHOL class isA UNCLASSIFIED COMPOUND, and MetaCyc does have an instance for ethanol, but it is also classified separately under UNCLASSIFIED COMPOUNDS and has no relation to 'AN ALCOHOL'.
It is worth noting that in the MeSH [1] classification, ethanol is a child of ALCOHOLS. In MeSH, however, the parent-child relationship is not obviously an 'isA'-type relationship. Consider that ETHANOLAMINES is a child of ETHANOL, and the statement 'epinephrine is a ethanol' is not entirely true. Clearly there is some relationship, but it is more of a substructural 'hasA'-type relationship. MeSH, of course, has no chemical structure and no links to other data sources. However, NCBI has a database of compounds called PubChem [2] , which does have links to the MeSH tree for specific compounds such as ethanol, but not for classes such as alcohol.
The closest attempt to embody this knowledge is probably the Klotho system, developed by Kazic [12] . Klotho can describe molecules explicitly by their substituents, but it only has 439 compounds and ethanol is not one of them. Fortunately, the manual uses it as an example. Klotho uses configuration rules to describe molecules. Thus, for ethanol, the config rule is:
Hydroxymethyl is like alcohol, but it is not really encoded in a fashion suitable for our purposes. Moreover, this data source seems to have been manually curated, and has no automated method for generating the config rules directly from structure.
Recently, EBI has recently adopted Ashburner's chemical ontology as ChEBI [6] . The ontology here is also a directed acyclic graph and we can see, for instance, that ETHANOL is a greatgrandchild of ALCOHOLS. It is interesting to note that ETHANOL is a child of ETHANOLS, and is sibling to CHLOROETHANOLS and (1S)-1-PHENYLETHANOL. PHENYLETHANOL is a child of ETHANOL in MeSH. ChEBI does contain links to KEGG for specific instances such as ETHANOL, and recently has added abstract classes such as ALCOHOL and ETHANOL. Since ChEBI is expert-curated, it should provide an excellent truth model for evaluating our classification methods in the future.
Additionally, there are several chemical informatics methods which identify functional groups within arbitrary molecules for the purpose of assessing reactivity. Indeed, this is one of the primary concepts in retrosynthetic analysis [8] , and is used extensively in computational chemistry. Quite recently, Feldman et al. [9] have discussed utilizing a substructural search approach to automatically infer a chemical ontology. This approach uses the program 'checkmol' [3] to infer function group compositions in a target molecule.
Abstract compounds
The concept AN ALCOHOL is an example of what we refer to as an abstract compound. Both KEGG and Eco-Cyc databases have abstract compounds, but they are implemented slightly differently. Whereas KEGG provides them on equivalent semantic status with concrete compounds, MetaCyc uses them as classifications. The advantage of this is the MetaCyc has an ontology based on these classifications, but the disadvantage is that it is manually populated (or not, as the case may be). Importantly, the KEGG approach has curated Markush (R-group) structural representations for these abstract compounds, whereas MetaCyc has only a few structures. The amino acid abstraction, for instance, has no structure in MetaCyc. Thus, it is curation which we intend to exploit for our automated inference of a biochemical ontology.
Project goals
The goal of this current research is to automate compositional classifications for these types of databases for these abstractions. As a first step, this project will explore the computation of substructural relationships, under the hypothesis that structure determines composition. Specifically, we are in search of is Substructure Of and has Substructure relationships between compounds in KEGG. While substructural composition does not conclusively imply functional composition, we hypothesize that it is necessary but probably not sufficient. Regarding sufficiency, consider that GLU-COSE has five HYDROXYL groups, and while GLUCOSE may be an ALCOHOL chemically, it may not react as such in a biochemical milieu. As a particular goal of this project, we will consider the classification of amino acids and see whether we can identify their instances using substructural search. A quick search in KEGG indicates abstract compounds for α-AMINO ACID, AMINO ACID, L-AMINO ACID, D-AMINO ACID and AROMATIC AMINO ACID. While we will compute over the entire corpus, our specific aim is to properly classify the standard amino acids.
Methods
The initial step is to parse the KEGG data into our knowledge base. The version of Ligand that we are using dates from 12 January 2004. For this research, we are only focusing on the file of compounds (compound) and the directory of structures (mol/). The compound file contains 10 668 compounds (in contrast, the current version contains 11 092 entries); however, only 9660 have structures. The file was parsed using the BioPython Martel parser, which needed to be updated to reflect the current fields.
This data was then parsed into the Protege [4] knowledge base (KB), using the Jython [5] scripting language interfaced to the Protege API. Jython provides mechanisms for overloading nearly every aspect of the language grammar, including the attribute accessors. The molecular structures are provided by KEGG Ligand as mol files. They are read with a Jython script that uses the Chemaxon JChem library. Originally this data was converted to Simplified Molecular Input Line Entry Specification (SMILES) and stored as a slot in the KB. However, due to a bug in the Protege-Postgres backend, strings longer than 256 characters are not stored. As a result of this, and to increase computational efficiency, the JChem Molecule Java objects are stored in a Jython dictionary (hash table).
There are two compositional (hasA) relationships that we are interested in deriving: first, the is Substructure Of slot between a compound and those compounds that contain it; second, in the knowledge base an inverse has Substructure slot is defined. The inverse slot is maintained by the Protege software. All that is needed for population is the is Substructure Of slot instances. The search algorithm is straightforward -we search every compound against every other. If a match occurs, we add an instance of the is Substructure Of slot for the query frame.
Since there are 10 688 compounds in KEGG, it stands to reason that there are 10 688 2 substructure searches to perform to comprehensively identify all the relationships. This is roughly 100 million searches, and was considered to be intractable considering the time allocated for this research. By focusing on the abstract compounds as queries, it is hoped that the search space will be drastically reduced. Previous analysis of the compounds in Ligand indicated that there are approximately 800 such abstractions, reducing the number of searches to around eight million. Furthermore, previous unpublished observations indicate that many of the smaller abstractions (e.g. ALCOHOL) had isomers in the database, and an uninformed search would result not only in repeated substructure searches but in a significant consumption of time. To improve efficiency, a flag is stored in the KB, indicating that its search is complete. As the search progresses through the targets, if an isomer is found and it has a completed search, then its results are copied to the current query and the algorithm proceeds to the next query.
Results
There are 9660 molecular structures in the KEGG release we used. Of these, there are 835 abstract substructures. We exhaustively search these patterns against every molecule in the database. Without optimizations, the theoretical number of searches would be 835 × 9660 = 8 066 100 searches. However, with the optimizations that consider isomers, in practice it amounts to 8 064 766. The searches (with database access) take about 11 h single-threaded on a dual 2.0 Ghz G5. From these searches, we identified 120 455 substructural relationships. For the hasSubstructure relationship, 
The amino acid compositional ontology
We specifically wanted to consider the composition of AMINO ACIDS. Figure 2 illustrates a comparison of the MetaCyc ontology for AMINO ACIDS (left) with that inferred by substructure (right). MetaCyc has the protein-building amino acids curated separately from the so-called AMINO ACID DERIVATIVES, even though many of the derivatives are, in fact, amino acids. For instance, D-AMINO ACIDS are classified as derivatives.
The inferred tree on the right has slightly different semantics, and this is indicated by the change in arrow notation. The MetaCyc relations are inheritance-type relationships, and we use the UML notation for this type of relationship (an arrow at the parent class). Thus an AMINO ACID is A SMALL MOLECULE. Furthermore, MetaCyc instances (enumerated in the boxes to the right) are instances of that class. Thus GLYCINE isA AMINO ACID.
The semantics for the graph on the right are that of isA, and we use the UML notation for composition (diamond at the composing object). This compositionality relationship is quite different from the inheritance relationship in MetaCyc. Effectively, while ALPHA-AMINO ACID isA COMPOUND, we say that L-AMINO ACID isA ALPHA-AMINO ACID, and further that GLYCINE isA ALPHA-AMINO ACID. The distinction (and notation) may seem subtle but the gulf between composition and inheritance is quite a bit larger than we had previously thought, as discussed below. Table 1 shows the hasSubstructure relationships for the common, protein-making amino acids. These are also the instances classified by MetaCyc as amino acids. The goal was to ensure that these known instances at least have the necessary (but not sufficient) substructures. In fact, all the amino acids do contain the ALPHA-AMINO ACID pattern except for PROLINE, which is problematic, as we discuss below.
In terms of the chiral patterns, there is no classification potential based on this data: all the Lamino acids also have the D-pattern. Furthermore, 
Aromatic R-groups are indicated by o, aliphatic by -. α is the alpha-amino acid frame, AA is the amino acid frame, D-and L-are the chiral frames, and Aro-is the aromatic amino acid frame. Substructural composition is sufficient to classify these compounds as amino acids. Only proline is not identified as an amino acid by substructural content, which is not surprising, since proline is not technically an amino acid -due to the >NH structure it is an imino acid. Nevertheless, in the text is some discussion about opportunities for discovering this functional classification. The substructure search algorithm does not distinguish chirality, although the abstractions do have chiral information, neither does it correctly predict aromaticity.
the aromatic predictions, while they do seem to classify all the aromatic amino acids, are plagued by false positives (e.g. ALANINE is obviously not AROMATIC).
Discussion
While these results are certainly mixed, overall this project was a success. Eight million searches were performed in a reasonable amount of time, and some very useful relationships were identified. Furthermore, the environment for storing and manipulating this data was very effective and offers great potential for future biochemical investigations. Obviously, all 120 455 relationships were not validated; after a preliminary review, most of them appear to be reasonable. Selecting the specific goal of investigating amino acids was fortuitous, and the results are quite interesting and informative. It would seem that our hypothesis was quite naive, and that substructural composition is not even necessary for functional classification. The reasons for this are discussed below.
Composition is insufficient
The prime example for false positives is the alcohol substructure discussed above. We identify 7090 compounds which putatively have the alcohol substructure. In fact, there are four isomers of alcohol in the KEGG database: C00069, ALCOHOL; C01335, ROH; C02525, ALIPHATIC ALCOHOL; and C03130, LOWER PRIMARY ALCOHOL. All have the structure R-OH, i.e. hydroxyl.
Of course, not all hydroxyl groups are alcohols. Water, for instance, is obviously not an alcohol despite the fact that it has the OH substructure. Clearly, a knowledge of the 'R' part -the environment -is necessary to establish whether the substructure is chemically active. This is not terribly surprising, and really just confirms our hypothesis that composition is not sufficient to determine function.
Composition is not even necessary
While substructural composition is clearly not 'sufficient', we hypothesized that substructural composition might at least be 'necessary' -specifically, that all amino acids would at least have the amino acid substructure. In fact, this is true for all of the amino acids -except proline. The fact that proline does not have an ALPHA-AMINO ACID is obviously problematic for our assertion that substructural composition is necessary for functional classification. Clearly PROLINE is an AMINO ACID -but, in fact, it is not. It is actually an IMINO ACID because of its >NH group (see Figure 3) . There is no IMINO ACID compound abstraction in any of the databases. PROLINE is identified as having an AROMATIC ACID (although it is not actually aromatic -more on this later) as well as a SECONDARY (and TERTIARY) AMINE, as the amino acid pattern requires, but the structures do not match because of the extra N bond.
The problem here is that proline is functionally an amino acid but is not structurally one. The distinction is more than just semantic. what is an amino acid? From a chemist's point of view, the amino acid is precisely defined as simply an acid with an amino group, and in fact, in our search, proline has both the acid and the amino. Biochemically, however, amino acids are the building blocks of proteins, and this is not a clearly structural definition.
What is necessary?
It is interesting to consider what substructures are at least candidates for being necessary, that is, which substructures exist in every amino acid. Surprisingly, as shown in Table 2 , there are 13, most of which from a biochemical perspective are In fact, the 'amino acid' frame is clearly identical to L-amino acid. There is no difference in the SMILES representations between the amino acid and the presumable aromatic variety. Yet, the algorithm does distinguish some amino acids as aromatic and some as not 
Chirality
Despite these results, in theory we still believe that we should be able to infer chirality using the substructures. As shown in Figure 3 , the SMILES representation would seem to distinguish between these abstractions. The D-and L-amino acid pattern explicitly expresses the stereochemistry about the primary carbon. In the SMILES nomenclature, this is represented by an ampersand. A single ampersand (@) indicates that the other three atoms are listed anti-clockwise, two ampersands indicate clockwise (@@). This is discussed further below with respect to the source mol files. In practice, the search engine does not seem to acknowledge the chiral specification. As a result, compounds that have the L-form also have the D-form.
Aromatic classification
The aromatic substructural classification is clearly wrong. Unlike with chirality, where it merely failed to distinguish between two classes, the aromatic classification is incorrect. All the aromatic amino acids do have the aromatic substructure. As shown in Figure 3 , there really is nothing in the aromatic substructure to identify an aromatic Rgroup. In fact, we now believe that aromatic amino acids cannot be identified simply by substructural composition, since the aromatic class is really a classifier of the R-group.
R-group descriptors
There are formally two parts to a Markush Rgroup specification. There is the specification of the specific part (the pattern), and then there also needs to be specification of the R-portion. The original usage has the phrase 'where R is a'. This concept needs to be reintroduced into the world of enzyme nomenclature and classification. Clearly, alcohol dehydrogenase enzymes do not work on all hydroxyl groups. Effectively, what is required here is a pharmacophore model for the enzymes. The model might be structural, but it might also be rule-based. One can easily imagine determining reactivity based upon electrochemical parameters. This would better define what is meant by these abstractions. A simple pharmacophore model could define, for instance, that the R-group of aromatic amino acids should, in fact, be aromatic. This problem is likely prevalent in more than just the substructures we investigated.
Summary
There is a need for biomolecular ontologies and, in particular, ones that have sufficient knowledge to classify metabolites automatically. With this in mind, we explored the substructural relationships between abstract and concrete compounds in KEGG. We developed an elegant system for computing over molecular data, primarily using the Jython programming language and the Protege knowledge base. Using this system, we identified over 120 000 relationships between substructural abstractions and other compounds. Specifically, we examined the amino acid relationships. Our hypothesis that substructural composition would be necessary for functional classification appears to be in error. The problem is highlighted by the fact that we would like to classify proline as an amino acid, in spite of the chemical evidence, which suggests that it is not. We also discovered and discussed problems in matching stereochemistry and specifying aromaticity. The stereochemistry issue will likely be resolved by the search engine, whereas the aromaticity issue points to a more difficult problem, one which will require classification of the R-group as well as the substructures. Despite these problems, we consider this project to be a success and the infrastructure developed should be sufficient (if not necessary) to solve these and other interesting problems in curating and applying metabolic knowledge.
